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Abstract

Besides the list of nodes and of their positions, the mesh data structure also contains in-
cidence matrices, saying which node belongs to which oriented edge, which oriented edge
bounds which oriented face and so on. These matrices contain all the information about
the topology of the domain. Moreover, when using Whitney elements on simplices [2],
they connect the dofs describing potentials to dofs describing fields. As an example,
the relation E = −gradV between the electric field E and the scalar electric potential
V become at the discrete level e = −Gv where G is the transpost of the node-to-edge
incidence matrix and e and v are the vectors of edge circulations and values at nodes
of E and V respectively. When fields and potentials are approximated by polynomial
differential forms of higher degree, the discrete equivalent of the field/potential relation
is more structured. The involved matrices present a structure by blocks, each block tak-
ing into account of the transmission of dofs associated to a geometrical dimension. We
wish to investigate the block-structure of these matrices, when fields and potentials are
approximated by high order Whitney forms [5], with dofs given either by the wellknown
moments [4, 1] or by the more recent weights on the small simplices [3].
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